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Abstract

Despite their central economic and cultural role, the origin of cattle populations living in Indian Ocean islands still remains poorly docu-
mented. Here, we unravel the demographic and adaptive histories of the extant Zebus from the Mayotte and Madagascar islands using
high-density SNP genotyping data. We found that these populations are very closely related and both display a predominant indicine an-
cestry. They diverged in the 16th century at the arrival of European people who transformed the trade network in the area. Their common
ancestral cattle population originates from an admixture between an admixed African zebu population and an Indian zebu that occurred
around the 12th century at the time of the earliest contacts between human African populations of the Swahili corridor and Austronesian
people from Southeast Asia in Comoros and Madagascar. A steep increase in the estimated population sizes from the beginning of the
16th to the 17th century coincides with the expansion of the cattle trade. By carrying out genome scans for recent selection in the two cat-
tle populations from Mayotte and Madagascar, we identified sets of candidate genes involved in biological functions (cancer, skin structure,
and UV-protection, nervous system and behavior, organ development, metabolism, and immune response) broadly representative of the
physiological adaptation to tropical conditions. Overall, the origin of the cattle populations from Western Indian Ocean islands mirrors the
complex history of human migrations and trade in this area.
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Introduction
The Indian Ocean has played a prominent role in the human-
mediated migration of cattle populations between East-Africa,
Middle-East, and South-West Asia. However, the origin and ge-
netic diversity of cattle populations living in Indian Ocean islands
remain poorly investigated and relatively unclear. Their under-
standing may provide insights into the recent history of human
populations in this area that has long displayed important levels
of interaction, trade, migration, and domestic species transloca-
tion over time (Boivin et al. 2013; Beaujard 2019a, 2019b).

Within the large Indian Ocean area, the Comoro Islands (in-
cluding Ngazidja, Ndzuwani, Mwali, and Mayotte) and
Madagascar occupy a key position in the maritime trade routes
that has linked the East-African coast, Middle East, and Asia over
the past two millennia. Interestingly, cattle may have been

introduced early in this area and have subsequently represented
an important domestic species. In both Mayotte and Madagascar
where human have permanently settled from the 6th century CE,
the most ancient archaeological and skeletal evidence of cattle
presence traces back to the 9th –10th centuries CE but the quan-
tities of identified cattle bones only increased from 14th to 15th
centuries CE (Boivin et al. 2013; Pauly 2013). The first Portuguese
eyewitnesses reported the presence of cattle on the Western
Indian Ocean islands from the 16th century like almost all 17th
and 18th century visitors in Comoros (Cheke 2010).

Nowadays, among the Comoros, the cattle population of
Mayotte is the best-characterized thanks to a recent effort that
lead to the official recognition of a local humped breed named
“Zebu of Mayotte” (MAY) by the French government for conserva-
tion purpose (France 2011; Ouvrard et al. 2018). Overall this breed,
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traditionally and extensively raised in small herds of a handful of
heads, represents about 70% of the 20,000 identified individuals
identified in the island. Other individuals consist of recently
imported individuals from European taurine (EUT) breeds (i.e.
Montbeliarde, Jersey, French Brown Swiss, Gasconne) and
MAYxEUT admixed individuals. In contrast, nine million of cattle
heads are identified in Madagascar (Ministère de l’Agriculture
2007), including about 85% of Zebu of Madagascar (ZMA) raised
in large herds, imported taurine breeds (e.g. Holstein, Norvegian
Red), several synthetic admixed breeds with ZMA (such as
Renitelo, Manjan’i Boina, and Rana) and Baria, a small wild and
free-roaming population (Porter 2007, www.fao.org). Both MAY
and ZMA populations are considered to be well adapted to their
respective islands conditions. In particular, they are generally
regarded as more resistant to heat stress and tick-borne diseases
than imported European breeds, such as African zebu and
N’Dama breeds (Mattioli et al. 1995; Bock et al. 1999; Hansen 2004;
Glass et al. 2005).

If the MAY zebu population has not been genetically charac-
terized yet, previous genetic characterization of ZMA populations
based on the analysis of a few tens of microsatellite markers or
medium-density SNP genotyping data suggested a hybrid compo-
sition between African taurine (AFT) and indicine (ZEB) ances-
tries, the latter being predominant (Zafindrajaona and Lauvergne
1993; Hanotte 2002; Gautier et al. 2009). However, these analyses
remained mostly descriptive and only provided limited insights
into the origins of these populations. In particular, from the his-
tory of human migration routes, cattle may have been introduced
possibly repeatedly with subsequent exchanges between the 8th
and the 13th centuries in the Comoro and Madagascar islands
from several places including East Africa (as a result of move-
ments of Bantu populations) or Indonesia (with Austronesian
navigator populations) (Beaujard 2005, 2007, 2011, 2015; Fuller
and Boivin 2009; Fuller et al. 2011).

The purpose of our study was to clarify the origin of the local
Mayotte and Madagascar cattle breeds to better understand the
demography of Western Indian Ocean cattle breeds based on
their refined genetic characterization. To that end, we genotyped
32 MAY and 24 ZMA individuals on the bovineHD high-density
SNP genotyping assay (comprising >770,000 SNPs) together with
113 individuals belonging to the Somba (SOM, n¼ 44) and the
Lagune (LAG, n¼ 44) West-African taurine breeds and to the
Fulani West-African Zebu (ZFU, n¼ 25). These newly generated
data were combined to publicly available BovineHD genotyping
data for 363 individuals belonging to eight other breeds represen-
tative of EUT (Angus, Holstein, Jersey, and Limousine), another
AFT (N’Dama), Indian Zebus (Gir and Nelore), and East African
Zebus (Bahbahani et al. 2017). We first provided a refined analysis
of the structuring of genetic diversity among the combined data
sets and carried out a detailed inference of the demographic his-
tory of the MAY and ZMA populations with respect to the other
extant populations by constructing admixture graphs (Patterson
et al. 2012; Lipson 2020; Gautier et al. 2021) and estimating the
timing of some admixture events using linkage-disequilibrium
(LD) information (Loh et al. 2013). We further estimated their re-
cent changes in effective population sizes using the recently de-
veloped method GONE (Santiago et al. 2020) and characterized
the levels of genomic inbreeding in MAY and ZMA (Druet and
Gautier 2017; Bertrand et al. 2019; Druet and Gautier 2021). We fi-
nally investigated the patterns of genetic adaptation of MAY and
ZMA cattle breeds which recently diverged and live in slightly dif-
ferent tropical island conditions by searching for footprints of
positive selection. The identified signals were subjected to a

detailed functional analysis to identify putative physiological
pathways and their possible underlying selective pressures (see
e.g. Flori et al. 2019).

Materials and methods
Animal sampling and genotyping
For MAY individuals (Zebus from Mayotte), we selected a group
of 32 presumably nonrelated individuals (based on the newly cre-
ated French National Registration Database) representative of
the phenotypic diversity of the local population. They each origi-
nated from 32 different farms located in 17 townships spread
over the Grande and Petite terres of the Mayotte Island
(Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 1). Blood samples
were collected during year 2016 from the tail vein of the individu-
als using 10 ml EDTA vacutainer tubes, strictly following the rec-
ommendations of the directive 2010/63/EU for animal care.
Genomic DNA was further extracted using the Wizard Genomic
DNA purification kit (Promega, France) and stored at �20�C. MAY
DNA samples were genotyped (Supplementary Table 1) on the
Illumina BovineHD genotyping beadchip at Labogena plateform
(Jouy-en-Josas) using standard procedures (www.illumina.com)
together with 24 Zebus of Madagascar (ZMA) and 113 West-
African cattle DNA samples (i.e. 44 Lagune, 44 Somba, and 25
Zebus Fulani), sampled in the 1990s and previously genetically
characterized on the Illumina BovineSNP50 beadchip (Gautier
et al. 2009). The genotyping data were then added to the WIDDE
database and combined with other publicly available ones, using
WIDDE utilities (Semp�er�e et al. 2015).

To obtain the position of the 777,962 SNPs included in the
BovineHD genotyping assay onto the latest ARS-UCD1.2 (aka
bosTau9) bovine genome assembly (Rosen et al. 2020), we first re-
trieved the sequences of each SNP (length ranging from 61 to
121 bp with only 227 sequences <121 bp long) from the Illumina
manifest file bovinehd_15013478_b.csv. These sequences were
further realigned onto the ARS-UCD1.2 assembly using pblat
(Wang and Kong 2019) run with options -out¼pslx -

minIdentity¼98 -threads¼4 and the resulting alignment file
was parsed with a custom awk script. Unambiguous positions
(i.e. with a single alignment hit of the underlying sequence) could
then be obtained for 721,583 SNPs (92.8%). Among the 53,750
remaining SNPs, the number of alignment hits ranged from 2 to
1,790 and followed a L-shaped distribution with a median and
mean values of 3 and 20.2, respectively. As a matter expedience,
we thus chose to discard from further analysis the 15,533 SNPs
with more than 9 alignment hits (i.e. the third quartile of the
aforementioned distribution) and to assign to the 40,846 other
SNPs (with 2–9 hits) the position given by the alignment with the
highest score. We indeed noticed that for these latter SNPs, mul-
tiple alignments mostly consisted of a single high scoring hit
(score> 100 for 99% of them), the other alternative hits being gen-
erated by partial alignment of only a few tens bases of the SNP
sequence.

The complete genotyping dataset consisted of 532 animals in-
cluding 363 individuals from eight other bovine populations
(Bahbahani et al. 2017, www.illumina.com) representative of the
bovine worldwide genetic diversity (Table 1). The minimal indi-
vidual genotyping call rate was set to 90% and the minimal SNP
genotyping call rate to 90% overall populations and 75% within
each population (i.e. SNPs genotyped for less than 75% of the ani-
mals from at least one population were discarded). SNPs with a
MAF< 0.01 or departing from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium ex-
pectation (exact test P-value< 10�3 in at least one breed) were
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also discarded. A total of 680,338 SNPs distributed throughout
the 29 autosomes of the bosTau9 bovine genome assembly
passed finally all our filtering criteria.

Inference of the population demographic history
Characterization of the structuring of genetic diversity
Principal component analysis (PCA) based on individual SNP gen-
otyping data was performed with smartpca (Patterson et al. 2006)
and visualized with the R package ggplot2 (Wickham 2016).
Unsupervised genotype-based hierarchical clustering of the indi-
vidual animal samples was carried out using the maximum-
likelihood method implemented in ADMIXTURE 1.06 (Alexander
et al. 2009). Results were visualized with custom functions in R
environment (www.r-project.org). Finally, the overall and
pairwise-population FST were computed with version 2.0 of the R
package poolfstat (Gautier et al. 2021) using the computeFST
ran with default settings (i.e. method¼Anova) and option
nsnp.per.bjack.block¼ 5000 to estimate standard errors (and 95%
CI as 61.96 s.e.) with block-jackknife.

f-statistics-based demographic inference
f-statistics based demographic inference (Patterson et al. 2012)
were carried out with the new functionalities of the version 2.0 of
the R package poolfstat (Gautier et al. 2021). We used the compu-
te.fstats function to estimate the different f-statistics (including
F3 and F4 for all the population triplets and quadruplets respec-
tively) and within-population heterozygosities. As for FST,
standard-errors of the estimated statistics (and their correspond-
ing Z-scores for f3 and f4) were estimated using block-jackknife
defining blocks of 5,000 consecutive SNPs (i.e. option
nsnp.per.bjack.block¼ 5,000). In addition, to mitigate SNP ascer-
tainment bias by favoring SNPs of most remote ancestry (i.e. dis-
card SNPs of exclusive European ancestry), we only kept for f-
statistics based demographic inference the 497,949 polymorphic
SNPs that were polymorphic (MAF>0.05) in both ZEB (GIR and
NEL combined) and in AFT (NDA, SOM, and LAG combined) popu-
lations. Following Patterson et al. (2012) (see also Lipson 2020), we
then carried out formal tests of population admixture using the
estimated f3 statistics. A negative Z-score (Z < �1:65 at the 95%
significance threshold) associated to an f3 for a given population
triplet A; B, C showing that the target population A is admixed be-
tween two source populations each related to B and C. To further
provide insights into the origins of MAY and ZMA, we build an ad-
mixture graph with poolfstat utilities (Gautier et al. 2021). Briefly,
we first build a scaffold tree of presumably unadmixed popula-
tions (as suggested by both exploratory analyses and f3 and f4
based tests) consisting of two AFT breeds (NDA and LAG), two

ZEB breeds (GIR and NEL), and one EUT breed (HOL) with the roo-
ted.njtree.builder function. We further relied on the graph.builder
function (ran with default options) to jointly include EAZ, MAY,
and ZMA that showed clear evidence for admixture on the graph
considering all the six possible orders of inclusion. The fit of the
best fitting graph (displaying a BIC more than 8 units lower than
all the other graphs explored in the graph building process) was
further validated with the compare.fitted.fstats function that
allows to compare to which extent the estimated f-statistics de-
part from their predicted values based on the fitted admixture
graph parameters via a Z-score (Patterson et al. 2012; Lipson 2020;
Gautier et al. 2021).

Estimation of the timing of admixture events
We estimated the timing of admixture events (in generations)
with the program mALDER (Pickrell et al. 2014) that implements a
modified version of ALDER method originally described by Loh
et al. (2013). This approach relies on the modeling of the exponen-
tial decay of admixture-induced LD in a target admixed popula-
tion (here based on two-reference weighted LD curves, using a LD
measure weighted by allele frequencies in two source population
proxies) as a function of genetic distance. Genetic distances be-
tween pairs of SNPs were derived from physical distances assum-
ing a cM to Mb ratio of 1 (Kadri et al. 2016). As commonly done in
studies focusing on the population genetics of local cattle breeds,
we here assumed a 6-year generation time to convert the timing
from generations to years (e.g. Gautier et al. 2007; Flori et al. 2014;
Mbole-Kariuki et al. 2014; Bahbahani et al. 2015, 2017). Such a
long-term (i.e. across several generations) average generation
time is in agreement with estimation by Keightley and Eyre-
Walker (2000) for auroch and is also consistent with early estima-
tion by Mahadevan (1955) (cited in Mbole-Kariuki et al. 2014) in
the Red Sindhi East-African breed. We also obtained a very simi-
lar estimate of 5.6 years (60.3) by analyzing genotyping data pub-
licly available for the synthetic Santa-Gertrudis breed
(Matukumalli et al. 2009; Semp�er�e et al. 2015) which was estab-
lished in 1910 in South-Texas by crossing taurine Shorthorns and
Brahman zebus (Felius 2016). More precisely, to obtain this esti-
mate of long-term generation time, we simply divided the pre-
sumed number of years separating birth of the genotyped
samples from breed formation (ca. 95 years) by the timing of ad-
mixture estimated by ALDER (equal to 17.0 6 0.99).

Inference of the recent population size histories
Historical effective population sizes (Ne) were inferred for the
MAY and ZMA breeds with the program GONE that implements
an approach recently developed by Santiago et al. (2020) to fit the

Table 1. Sample description and origin of the Illumina BovineHD chip genotyping data (? before filtering).

Code Population name Country Sampling year Nb Reference

ANG Angus Scotland n.a. 42 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
EAZ East African Shorthorn Zebu Kenya n.a. 92 Bahbahani et al. (2017)
GIR Gir India n.a. 27 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
HOL Holstein Netherlands n.a. 60 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
JER Jersey Jersey n.a. 38 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
LAG Lagune Benin 1996 44 This study
LMS Limousine France (mainland) n.a. 50 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
MAY Zebu from Mayotte France (Mayotte) 2016 30 (32)? This study
NDA N’Dama Guinea n.a. 23 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
NEL Nelore India n.a. 31 Illumina (Semp�er�e et al. 2015)
SOM Somba Togo 1996 44 This study
ZFU Zebu Fulani Benin 1996 24 (25)? This study
ZMA Zebu from Madagascar Madagascar 1991 23 (24)? This study
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observed spectrum of LD of pairs of loci over a wide range of re-
combination rates (which we derived from physical map distan-
ces assuming a cM to Mb ratio equal to 1, see above). In practice,
we adopted a block-jackknife approach to estimate confidence
intervals for the inferred Ne trajectories by first identifying 55
nonoverlapping blocks of 10,000 consecutive SNPs (block size
ranging from 32.8 to 40.2 Mb) out of the 680,338 genotyped ones.
We then analyzed 55 different data sets of 670,338 SNPs that
were each formed by removing from the original data sets one
block of 10,000 SNPs. The resulting 55 inferred Ne trajectories
were then summarized by computing a mean trajectory and a
95% confidence envelope defined by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles
from the 55 estimated Ne at each time point.

Age-based partitioning of individual inbreeding in MAY
and ZMA breeds
The characterization of individual levels of inbreeding at a global
and local scale in MAY and ZMA breeds was performed with the
model-based approach implemented in the RZooRoH package
(Druet and Gautier 2017, 2021; Bertrand et al. 2019). This method
models each individual genomes as a mosaic of Homozygous-by-
Descent (HBD) and non-HBD segments using a multiple HBD-
classes Hidden Markov Model (Druet and Gautier 2017). Each
HBD class is specified by a rate Rk related to the expected length
(equal to 1

Rk
Morgans) of the associated HBD segments and that is

approximately equal to twice the number of generations to the
common ancestor that transmitted the DNA segment. Given the
density of the HD chip, we considered a model with 11 HBD clas-
ses (with Rk ¼ 2k for k ¼ 1; . . . ; 11) and one non-HBD class (with
rate equal to R11) allowing to capture the contribution to the over-
all individual inbreeding levels from each age-based classes of
ancestors (living up to 1,024 generations in the past).

Whole-genome scan for footprints of selection
Computation of iHS and Rsb statistics
The genome-wide scan for footprints of positive selection within
and between MAY and ZMA breeds was performed using ex-
tended haplotype homozygosity (EHH)-based tests. To that end
we first jointly phased the genotyping data for MAY, ZMA, EAZ,
GIR, and NEL individuals with version 1.4 of the fastPHASE soft-
ware (Scheet and Stephens 2006) for each chromosome in turn
using population label information and options -Ku40 -Kl10 -

Ki10. Genetic distances between consecutive SNPs were obtained
from physical distances assuming a cM to Mb ratio equal to 1 (see
above). Based on haplotype information, we further computed
the iHS (Voight et al. 2006) and Rsb (Tang et al. 2007) statistics us-
ing the version 3.1.2 of the R package rehh (Gautier et al. 2017;
Klassmann and Gautier 2020). These statistics are designed to de-
tect regions with high level of haplotype homozygosity over an
unexpected long distance (relative to neutral expectations), ei-
ther within population (iHS) or across populations (Rsb). Note that
for the computation of iHS within MAY and ZMA populations, we
chose to not polarize the SNP alleles (i.e. scan_hh function was
run with option polarized¼FALSE) as discussed in section 7.6 of
the online rehh package vignette (https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/rehh/vignettes/rehh.html). The different SNP iHS and
Rsb statistics were further transformed into piHS ¼ � log 10

�
1�

2jUðiHSÞ � 0:5j
�

and pRsb ¼ � log 10

�
UðRsbÞ

�
where UðxÞ represents

the Gaussian cumulative function. Assuming iHS and Rsb scores
are normally distributed under neutrality, piHS and pRsb might
thus be a 2-sided � log 10ðP� valueÞ associated with the neutral
hypothesis.

Identification of candidate genes
We used the approach previously described in Flori et al. (2019) to
identify candidate genes under positive selection from iHS and
Rsb estimates. Briefly, all the genotyped SNPs were annotated us-
ing as a gene set reference a list of 14,562 RefSeqGenes anchored
on the Btau9 bovine genome assembly (refGene.txt.gz, 2019-
06-07; https://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/bosTau9/
database/). A SNP was then considered as representative of one
of these RefSeq genes if localized within its boundary positions
extended by 15 kb upstream and downstream to account for per-
sistence of LD (e.g. Gautier et al. 2007). Among the 680,338 SNP of
HD-dataset participating to the analysis, 293,527 SNPs mapped to
13,696 different RefSeq Genes, corresponding to 13,536 gene sym-
bols. On average, each SNP mapped within 1.2 RefSeq genes
(from 1 to 34, median¼ 1) and each RefSeq gene was represented
by 21 SNPs (from 1 to 641, median¼ 13). For a given statistic,
genes with at least two representative SNPs with � log 10ðP�
valueÞ > 4 were considered as candidate genes.

Functional annotation of candidate genes under selection
Following the approach outlined in Flori et al. (2019), candidate
genes were functionally annotated and submitted to gene net-
work analysis using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (IPA,
QIAGEN Inc., https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/in
genuity-pathway-analysis). Among the 13,535 genes symbols
taken into account in the analysis, 12,324 were mapped in the
Ingenuity Pathway Knowledge Base (IPKB) and were considered
as the reference data set. Among the candidate genes identified
for MAY (N¼ 27) and ZMA (N¼ 47) breeds, 24 and 45 were respec-
tively mapped to IPKB. The top significant functions and diseases
(P-value< 0.05) were obtained by comparing functions associated
with the candidate genes under selection against functions asso-
ciated with all genes in the reference set, using the right-tailed
Fisher exact test. In the network analysis, a score S was com-
puted for each network that contained at most 140 molecules (in-
cluding candidate genes under selection) based on a right-tailed
Fisher exact test for the over-representation of candidate genes
under selection (S ¼ � log 10ðP� valueÞ). A network was consid-
ered as significant when S> 3. The top significant functions and
diseases associated with significant networks were also reported.

Results
Genetic relationships of Mayotte and Madagascar
cattle breeds with other world cattle breeds
We first carried out an individual-based PCA of the SNP genotyp-
ing dataset consisting of 680,338 autosomal SNPs genotyped on
individuals from MAY (n¼ 32) and ZMA (n¼ 23) populations to-
gether with 473 individuals belonging to 11 cattle breeds repre-
sentative of the bovine genetic diversity (Table 1). The first
factorial plan of the PCA is represented in Fig. 1a. The first two
components accounting for 21.09% and 7.85% of the total varia-
tion, respectively. In agreement with previous studies (e.g.
Gautier et al. 2010), the first two PCs revealed a clear structuring
of individual genetic diversity according to their population of ori-
gins and highlighted a triangle-like 2-dimensional global struc-
ture of the cattle populations with apexes corresponding to three
main groups: (1) EUT represented by ANG, HOL, JER, and LMS; (2)
AFT represented by LAG, NDA, and SOM; and (3) zebus (ZEB) rep-
resented by NEL and GIR. Similarly, as previously observed with
data from medium-density SNP genotyping data (on the same
sample), ZMA and West-African hybrids (ZFU and EAZ) were
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located at intermediate positions on the AFT/ZEB segment, the
ZMA individuals being closer to the ZEB apex (Gautier et al. 2010).
Finally, the newly characterized MAY individuals appeared
mostly confounded with ZMA individuals which is consistent
with their close geographical proximity. Unsupervised hierarchi-
cal clustering analysis of the individuals using K¼ 3 predefined

clusters provided a complementary view in close agreement with
PCA results while allowing to provide first estimates of ancestry
proportions (Fig. 1b). Roughly interpreting the blue, red, and
green cluster in Fig. 1b as representative of EUT, ZEB, and AFT
ancestries respectively suggested that ZMA and MAY individuals
had similarly high levels of ZEB ancestry (0.83 6 0.02 and
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Fig. 1. Results of the PCA and unsupervised hierarchical clustering including HD genotyping data (528 individuals from 13 populations genotyped for
680,338 SNPs). a) PCA results. The individuals are plotted on the first two principal components according to their coordinates. Ellipses characterize the
dispersion of each population around its center of gravity. MAY and ZMA individuals are plotted in dark-pink and pink and EAZ and ZFU individuals in
purple and dark purple, respectively. EUT, AFT, and ZEB individuals are plotted in blue, green, and red, respectively. b) Unsupervised hierarchical
clustering results with K¼ 3 predefined clusters. For each individual, the proportions of each cluster (y-axis) which were interpreted as representative of
EUT, AFT, and ZEB ancestries are plotted in blue, green, and red, respectively.
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0.82 6 0.01 on average, respectively), a weaker level of AFT ances-
try (0.16 6 0.01), and almost no detectable EUT ancestry except
for three individuals (2 MAY and 1 ZMA) with more than 5% of
EUT ancestry, which were discarded from further analyses.

The different analyses performed at an individual scale
showed that the partitioning of cattle into distinct populations
(and breeds) is relevant to study their genetic history at the popu-
lation level (e.g. Gautier et al. 2010). Accordingly, the overall FST

among the 13 populations was found equal to 0.271 (95% CI,
½0:262; 0:279�). Population pairwise FST ranged from 2.40%
(60:01%) for the ZMA/MAY pair to 51.1% (60:06%) for the LAG/
NEL pair (Supplementary Fig. 2) confirming the close relatedness
of MAY and ZMA populations. Among the 11 other populations,
EAZ was found the most closely related to both MAY and ZMA
(Fmay;eaz

ST ¼ 7:69% and Fzma;eaz
ST ¼ 8:07) followed by ZFU and the two

ZEB populations (GIR and NEL).

Inferring the history of Mayotte and Madagascar
cattle populations
f3-based tests show clear evidence for admixture in the
history of both MAY and ZMA
Out of the 66 possible f3-based tests when considering either
MAY or ZMA as a target population, six were significantly nega-
tive (Z-score< �2:33 at the 99% significance threshold) providing
strong evidence for admixture events in their history. They all in-
volved the same pair of source proxies that consisted of one AFT
population (LAG, NDA, or SOM) and one ZEB population (NEL or
GIR), the most significant signal being observed with the LAG/
NEL pair for ZMA [f3(ZMA; LAG, NEL) associated Z-score equal to
–3.92] and the NDA/NEL pair for MAY [f3(MAY; NDA, NEL) associ-
ated Z-score equal to –6.38]. Among the 11 other populations,
EAZ, ZFU, and SOM also showed clear evidence for admixture
with 14, 14, and 6 f3-based tests with a significantly negative Z-
score (at the 99% significance threshold), respectively. For each of
these three target populations, the lowest Z-score was always as-
sociated with the LAG/NEL pair of source proxies [f3(EAZ; LAG,
NEL), f3(ZFU; LAG, NEL), and f3(SOM; LAG, NEL) associated Z-
scores being equal to –36.5, –33.6, and –9.13 respectively].

Admixture graph construction
To infer the history of MAY and ZMA ancestry, we constructed an
admixture graph relating these two populations with two out of
the three AFT breeds (LAG and NDA, discarding SOM as it dis-
played strong signal of presumably recent admixture with ZEB
ancestry, see above), the two ZEB breeds (GIR and NEL), one (HOL)
out of four EUT breeds and the EAZ African hybrid. We did not
seek to include ZFU as it was more remotely related to East-
African populations with a recent origin not directly informative
for the MAY and ZMA history (Flori et al. 2014). The inferred best
fitting admixture graph is represented in Fig. 2. It shows that
MAY and ZMA breeds both derived from an admixed population
we referred to Indian Ocean Zebu in Fig. 2, although it should be
noticed that we have no clear evidence about the actual geo-
graphic origin of this ancestral population. This Indian Ocean
Zebu had an admixed origin with a predominant ancestry (88.6%)
from an admixed Zebu, likely of African origin since the most
closely related to extant EAZ, and the remaining ancestry (11.4%)
originating from a presumably Indian Zebu related to extant GIR.
The former African Zebu was itself admixed with a Zebu related
to extant NEL and a Taurine related to AFT ancestries (in 68.4%
vs 31.6% respective proportions). Note that these inferred origins
lead to overall ZEB (resp. AFT) related ancestries for MAY and
ZMA similar to the ones obtained in Fig. 1.

Timing of admixture events
We estimated the timing of the two aforementioned admixture
event tafz

a (leading to African Zebus, closely related to EAZ) and tioz
a

(leading to Indian Ocean Zebus, the direct ancestor of MAY and
ZMA) with the program mALDER Pickrell et al. (2014). Based on
the inferred admixture graph (Fig. 2), we estimated tafz

a by using
EAZ as a population target and a pair of source population prox-
ies consisting of one AFT (either NDA or LAG) and one ZEB (either
GIR or NEL). In agreement with admixture graph fitting, the high-
est amplitude (i.e. y-intercept) estimate of the fitted weighted LD
curve was obtained with NDA and NEL as source proxies which
suggests that these populations are the closest (among the sam-
pled ones) to the actual source population (Loh et al. 2013). The
corresponding estimated timing for the admixture events leading
to African Zebus was found equal to tafz

a ¼ 174619 generations
(i.e. 1; 0446114 years). This admixture events thus traces back to
the 10th century CE (ca. year 950 6 150). We similarly estimated

Fig. 2. Inferred admixture graph connecting cattle breeds from Mayotte
and Madagascar (MAY and ZMA, in yellow) with two Indian indicine
breeds (GIR and NEL in red), one African zebu breed (EAZ in purple), two
AFT breeds (LAG and NDA in green) and one European taurine breed
(HOL in blue). Admixture events are shown by dotted arrows. Estimates
of branch lengths (�103, in drift units of t

2Ne) and admixture rates are
indicated next to the corresponding edges. The Z-score of the worst fitted
f-statistics f4(MAY, ZMA; HOL, LAG) is equal to –1.04.
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tioz
a by considering either MAY or ZMA as a population target and

a pair of source population proxies consisting of EAZ and one ZEB
(either GIR or NEL). For both target populations, the amplitude
was the highest (although only slightly) with GIR as the ZEB rep-
resent. The estimated timing for the admixture events leading to
Indian Ocean Zebus was found equal to tioz

a ¼ 15366 and tioz
a ¼

15269 generations with MAY and ZMA as a target population re-
spectively. The (slightly) lower latter estimate being consistent
with the difference in sampling time (ca. 4 generations) between
MAY and ZMA samples. This second admixture events thus
traces back to the early 12th century CE (ca. year 1,100 6 40).

Recent population size history of MAY and ZMA
Figure 3 plots the recent effective population size histories of
MAY and ZMA as inferred with GONE (Santiago et al. 2020). The
two trajectories were found similar before the beginning of the
16th century (i.e. ca. 80 generations before MAY sampling time)
when the two populations likely started to diverge. From that
time onward, the two populations experienced a rapid growth in
a few generations toward a mostly constant size (approximately
twice higher for ZMA and MAY) followed by a new moderate in-
crease from the beginning of the 20th century. As expected from
the large differences in census cattle population sizes between
Mayotte and Madagascar islands, the current estimated Ne was
about twice lower in MAY compared to ZMA. More precisely, the
harmonic mean of the (mean) historical Ne from generation 80
(76 for ZMA) onward was found equal to 2,160 and 1,045 for ZMA
and MAY, respectively. Surprisingly, a close inspection of the in-
ferred admixed graph in Fig. 2 seems to contradict these large dif-
ferences in Ne since the estimated (leave) branch lengths was
about twice higher for ZMA compared to MAY. This thus rather
suggested increased drift in ZMA since these estimates (on a

diffusion timescale) might be interpreted under a pure-drift
model of divergence as inversely proportional to Ne (i.e. equal to

t
2Ne

where t is the divergence time in generation). Population-
specific FST estimates for MAY and ZMA essentially confirmed
this trend (1.59% and 3.15% respectively, Supplementary Fig. 2).
Conversely, when considering only the 518,315 SNPs with a MAF
>1% in MAY and ZMA (computed over MAY and ZMA combined
individuals), the estimated heterozygosity was slightly higher in
MAY (33.2%) than in ZMA (32.7%). As detailed in Supplementary
Fig. 3, these apparent discrepancies may actually be explained by
some residual asymmetric gene flow between MAY and ZMA (or
from a common gene pool related to some other continental pop-
ulation, e.g. from the East-African coast) after these two popula-
tions split. More specifically, very similar level of differentiation
and heterozygosities among MAY and ZMA could be obtained
with data simulated with msprime (Kelleher et al. 2016) under a
simplified scenario assuming MAY and ZMA split 80 generations
ago and maintained a constant Ne (equal to the 1 estimated
above) with MAY receiving twice as many migrants as ZMA from
a common gene pool (m!MAY ¼ 4� 10�3 vs. m!ZMA ¼ 2� 10�3)
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

MAY and ZMA individuals levels of inbreeding
In order to characterize individual levels of recent inbreeding at
both a global (genome-wide) and local (locus-specific) scale, we
estimated the individual inbreeding coefficients in MAY and ZMA
populations by applying the method implemented in RZooRoH
software (Druet and Gautier 2017; Bertrand et al. 2019). The distri-
bution of the genome-wide coefficients of individual inbreeding
estimated with the R package RZooRoH are detailed in Fig. 4a for
the MAY and ZMA populations together with their age-based par-
titioning to assess the contribution of various class of ancestors

Fig. 3. Population size history (Ne) of MAY and ZMA populations estimated with GONE (Santiago et al. 2020). The average Ne trajectories (dashed line) and
95% confidence envelope estimated from block-jackknife samples are plotted in green for ZMA and red for MAY. The time scale was transformed into
calendar assuming a 6-year generation time for cattle and accounting for the difference in sampling time between ZMA (1990) and MAY (2016). The
estimated timing of the admixture event (tioz

a ) that led to the common hybrid ancestor (named Indian Ocean Zebus in the main text) of MAY and ZMA is
given in orange. The orange asterisk gives the likely splitting time (beginning of the 16th century, i.e., tS ’ 80 generations before MAY sampling time)
between MAY and ZMA roughly estimated from the separation of the two trajectories.
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(Fig. 4, b and c, Supplementary Fig. 4). Overall, the average indi-
vidual inbreeding levels were found similar and equal to
0.308 6 0.06 and 0.3136 6 0.03 in MAY and ZMA respectively,
MAY and ZMA individuals all displaying at least 16% and 25% of
their genome in autozygous (HBD) segments. However, in agree-
ment with the inferred trajectories of historical Ne (Fig. 3), most
HBD segments were concentrated in ancestor age classes associ-
ated with Rk equal to 128 and 256 (i.e. approximately 64 and 128
generations before sampling thus spanning the split time period
between MAY and ZMA). Hence, most of the estimated inbreed-
ing level originated from the foundation of the two populations.
Consistently, only a few individuals displayed a high proportion
of HBD segments associated with the most recent common
ancestors, two generations ago. More precisely, two MAY individ-
uals showed more than 49% of their genome in HBD classes and
two ZMA individuals showed more than 40% of their genome
classified has HBD.

Identification of selection footprints in the MAY
and ZMA genomes
The genome of ZMA and MAY individuals was scanned for foot-
prints of selection with the package rehh 3.1.2 (Gautier et al. 2017),
following the approach described in Flori et al. (2019) to identify
directly candidate genes. According to our criteria (see Materials
and Methods), the computation of the iHS statistic for each SNP
over the whole MAY and ZMA genomes detected two (i.e. GRIK2
and RBM47) and 12 (i.e. AASS, ACTR6, ATP10D, COL15A1, DPP6,

DPYSL5, EXOC4, ITGA7, MAPRE3, SLC17A8, TNFSF11, and
ZCCHC7) genes under selection located on two (i.e. BTA6 and 9)
and six (i.e. BTA4, 5, 6, 8, 11, and 12) chromosomes, respectively
(see details in Supplementary Table 2; Supplementary Figs. 5 and
6), with no overlap between these two lists of genes. By comput-
ing different Rsb statistics comparing the local extend of haplo-
type homozygosities between MAY and ZMA, and between these
two breeds and each of their different main ancestries (i.e. AFZ
and ZEB), 3, 16, 12, 18, 11 and 11 candidate genes were identified
with the RsbMAY=ZMA, RsbMAY=EAZ, RsbMAY=ZEB, RsbZMA=MAY ,
RsbZMA=EAZ, and RsbZMA=ZEB tests, respectively (Supplementary
Table 2, Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6). Most of the candidate
genes identified by the Rsb involving MAY or ZMA populations
were different (74% and 85%, respectively). However, seven can-
didates genes (i.e. GRIK2, HMGSC2, LPCAT2, MIR2285BM, PHGDH,
TRIM10, and TRIM15) were identified under selection in both
breeds by some of these tests. Specifically, GRIK2, located on
BTA9 was found under selection by five tests (iHSMAY,

RsbMAY=EAZ; RsbMAY=ZEB and RsbZMA=EAZ and RsbZMA=ZEB tests),
HMGSC2 and PHGDH located on BTA3 and LPCAT2 located on
BTA18 by RsbMAY=ZEB and RsbZMA=ZEB tests, MIR2285BM located on
BTA16 by RsbMAY=ZEB and RsbZMA=EAZ tests and TRIM10 and 15 lo-
cated on BTA23 by RsbMAY=EAZ and RsbZMA=EAZ tests. RsbMAY=ZMA

test detected three (i.e. LRRK2, GSTCD, and GPC5) and 18 genes
(i.e. ATP2C1, SCN2A, STPG1, KCND2, ANKS1B, NR1H4, MIR2434,
ANO4, SPIC, KCTD8, TG, LRRC6, CACNA1E, KCNH1, SLC4A7,
ZSCAN31, PGBD1, and ZSCAN26) under selection in MAY and in

Fig. 4. Characterization of individual inbreeding levels in Mayotte and Madagascar breeds. a) Violin plots representing the distribution of inbreeding
coefficients for the MAY (N¼ 30) and ZMA (N¼ 23) breeds, colored in pink and purple, respectively. b) Partitioning of individual genomes in different HBD
classes. Each bar represents an individual and its total height the overall level of inbreeding. The height of the different stacks, which appear in different
colors, represents the proportion of the genome associated with each HBD class, defined by their rate Rk. c) Average proportion of individual genomes
associated with different HBD classes for MAY (pink) and ZMA (purple) populations. Individual proportions of the genome associated with a specific HBD
class are obtained by averaging the corresponding HBD-classes probabilities over all marker positions.
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ZMA, respectively. Considering each breed separately, four candi-
date genes (i.e. GBE1, GPC5, SLC6A2, and ZMAT4) were detected
in MAY population and four (i.e. CPS1, KCND2, KCTD8, and
KCNH1) in ZMA population by two Rsb tests.

Overall, a total of 27 and 47 candidate genes under selection
were detected in at least one of the above tests for MAY and
ZMA, respectively. To obtain a global view of the main gene func-
tions under selection, these 2 lists of candidate genes were anno-
tated using IPA software. The main functional categories, in
which these genes are involved, are listed in Supplementary
Table 3 (see Supplementary Tables 4 and 5 for an exhaustive list
of their functional annotation). For MAY, the top 5 significant
functions belonging to the 3 IPA main categories (i.e. Diseases
and Disorders, Molecular and Cellular Functions and
Physiological System Development and Function) were related to
inflammation (“Inflammatory Disease”), cancer and cell death
(“Cancer” and “Cell Death and Survival”), gastrointestinal and he-
patic diseases (“Hepatic Disease,” “Gastrointestinal disease”), ner-
vous system (“Nervous System Development and Function”),
organ and tissue development and morphology (“Organismal
Injury and Abnormalities,” “Cell Morphology,” “Cellular devel-
opment,” “Embryonic Development,” “Organ development,”
“Organ morphology,” and “Organismal development”) and in-
flammation (“Inflammatory Disease”). For ZMA, the top 5 signifi-
cant functions were related to cancer, dermatology
(“Dermatological Diseases and Conditions”), organ and embry-
onic development (“Organismal Injury and Abnormalities,”
“Organismal Development,” “Embryonic Development,” “Organ
Development”), metabolism and gastrointestinal disease
(“Molecular Transport,” “Lipid Metabolism,” “Small Molecule
Biochemistry,” “Gastrointestinal Disease”), respiratory (“Respiratory
System Development and Function”) and nervous (“Nervous
System Development and Function”) systems (Supplementary
Table 3). Interestingly, many functional categories or subcategories
(nine among the top five significant functions) were found in both
populations such as functions related to cancer, nervous system,
organ development, and gastrointestinal disease.

Moreover, candidate genes identified in each breed partici-
pated to one significant network (Supplementary Table 6) which
included 85% and 93% of candidates genes for MAY (score¼ 54)
and ZMA (score¼ 108) breeds, respectively (Fig. 5, a and b). Ten
molecules are in common between both networks (i.e. AR, GRIK2,
HMGCS2, LPCAT2, MAP3K10, MAP3K11, PHGDH, TRIM10,
TRIM15, and kynurenic acid) among which six were detected as
candidate genes under selection (i.e. GRIK2, HMGCS2, LPCAT2,
PHGDH, TRIM10, and TRIM15). Candidate genes were located in
periphery or sub-periphery of both networks and no main node
were detected under selection, except TNFSR11, associated with
a significant iHS for ZMA breed. The functional annotation of
each network gave a more complete picture of the functions in-
volved in adaptation of MAY and ZMA breeds (Supplementary
Tables 7–9). Molecules integrated in the MAY network play a role
in carbohydrate metabolism, development, nervous and respira-
tory systems function, dermatology, inflammation, and behavior.
The ZMA network in mainly involved in cancer, in organismal ab-
normalities, cell signaling growth and proliferation, reproductive
system, dermatology, gastrointestinal disease, endocrine and
nervous systems, and inflammation.

Discussion
The genetic characterization of Zebus from Mayotte and
Madagascar (MAY and ZMA), two geographically closely related

island cattle populations from the Western Indian Ocean,
showed that they share a similar recent and rather complex de-
mographic history. In particular, we detected in these two popu-
lations a weak African taurine ancestry and a predominant
indicine ancestry. The indicine ancestry in MAY and ZMA was
even higher than in the East-African zebu breed, the African con-
tinental breed with the highest estimated indicine ancestry pro-
portion in our dataset. This pattern had already been reported for
ZMA in some previous studies (Hanotte 2002; Gautier et al. 2009)
but still remained difficult to explain from an historical point of
view. Our demographic inference, in the form of admixture graph
construction, demonstrated that the higher indicine ancestry in
the MAY and ZMA populations, as compared to other African
continental zebus, could actually be explained by a second pulse
of Indian Zebu introgression, limited to the island populations,
into an already admixed African taurine x Zebu population of
likely East-African origin that traces back to the 12th century.
These results are in agreement with the recent findings in human
population dynamics in the area (Brucato et al. 2017, 2018) based

Fig. 5. Gene networks including candidate genes under selection
detected in at least one iHS or Rsb test in the genome of breeds from
Mayotte (a) and Madagascar (b)
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on genetic data analysis, which report that Comorian and
Malagasy communities resulted from admixture between Swahili
people from East-Africa and individuals from islands of
Southeast Asian (Austronesian) dating from 8th to 12th centuries
(Brucato et al. 2018). Migrations of Austronesian populations were
promoted by the significant development of seaborne trade, from
the Arabian Peninsula and Indonesia to East Africa and
Madagascar during this period (Brucato et al. 2016, 2018;
Bahbahani et al. 2017; Choudhury et al. 2018). These excellent
navigators should have transported indicine cattle (and probably
other livestock species) toward Western Indian Ocean that must
have been crossed with AFZ individuals brought from African
East coast by Swahili people.

Estimation of past effective population sizes for both MAY and
ZMA populations showed similar trend and allowed clarifying the
timing of their recent split to the 16th century which coincides
with the arrival of Europeans in the area and the modification of
the trade network (Newitt 1983; McPherson 1984; Beaujard 2005).
Some residual cattle migration may have still remained after this
split with either a differential contribution of an unknown conti-
nental population to MAY and ZMA or some weak and asymmet-
ric gene flow between them. Further discriminating between
these two scenarios would require additional samples from the
area that may be difficult to collect (e.g. ancient DNA). Looking
forward in time, after the split of MAY and ZMA, we estimated a
steep increase in their ancestral populations sizes starting from
the beginning of the 16th century to the 17th century, which was
more pronounced for ZMA probably due to the far larger size of
Madagascar. This observed cattle population expansion may be
related to the increase of the livestock production by islands
communities, in particular to meet the growing demand of
European ships in fresh meat (Newitt 1983). Indeed, as the
Portuguese retained control of the East African coast, the other
Europeans (Dutch, English, and French), who began to enter
Indian Ocean, needed revictualling ports and bases that
Madagascar and the Comoros islands could offer. Cattle then rep-
resented one of the main trading resources that contributed to
the economic development in this area during the early 17th cen-
tury. From the middle of the 17th century, the population sizes of
both MAY and ZMA tended to stabilize suggesting a maintenance
of cattle production until the beginning of the 20th century,
when both population sizes started to increase again but at a
more moderate rate. This period actually coincides with French
colonization of both islands that possibly lead to a new develop-
ment in the use of local bovine resources. As expected, the char-
acterization and partitioning of inbreeding levels into age-related
HBD classes for MAY and ZMA individuals was found consistent
with the inferred recent history of their corresponding population
Ne. More specifically, in both populations, the contribution to in-
dividual inbreeding levels of HBD classes of most recent origin
(with rates Rk < 64, i.e. tracing back to ancestors living less than
32 generations ago) remained limited, except for a few individu-
als that may result from sporadic unintentional consanguineous
matings. This is thus quite encouraging from a breed conserva-
tion perspective. Conversely, the highest contributing HBD clas-
ses pointed to ancestors living between 64 and 128 generations
(i.e. HBD classes with rates Rk ¼128 and Rk ¼256). Assuming a 6-
year generation time (see above), this corresponds to the middle
of the 13th century and the middle of the 17th century.
Accordingly, very similar profile of the most remote HBD classes
contribution (with Rk �128) are observed for both MAY and ZMA
individuals since these pertain to their common ancestral popu-
lation. It should also be noticed, that considering a smaller (i.e. 5

years) or larger (i.e. 7 years) generation time did not fundamen-
tally challenge our interpretation of the demographic history of
MAY and ZMA with respect to either the effective population size
histories or timing of admixture events (Supplementary Fig. 7).

From the 12th century (i.e. ca. 150 generations ago) onward,
cattle living in Comoros and Madagascar islands have likely expe-
rienced various environmental and artificial selection pressures.
To identify their footprints in the MAY and ZMA breeds, we relied
on EHH-based tests considering different contrasts that our de-
tailed inference of the demographic history helped interpreting.
First, it should be noticed that only a few candidate genes were
found in common in the two populations when comparing the
various population-specific signals. These include (1) two genes
(TRIM10 and TRIM15) with significant RsbMAY=EAZ and RsbZMA=EAZ

signals; and (2) five genes (HMGSC2, PHGDH, GRIK2, MIR2285BM,
and LPCAT2) with significant RsbMAY=ZEB and RsbZMA=ZEB signals.
Note that among the latter, GRIK2 also displayed a significant iHS
signal in the MAY breed. These different common footprints may
be considered of older origin in response to environmental (e.g.
tropical climate) and human-driven constraints imposed to the
common ancestral population of MAY and ZMA breeds (i.e. pre-
dating their divergence). Among these genes, TRIM10 and
TRIM15 are involved in innate immune response and were al-
ready detected under selection in Muturu cattle in Africa (Tijjani
et al. 2019). In addition, missense mutations (with respect to the
Taurine assembly) within TRIM10 were found fixed in Nelore sug-
gesting a putative role in tropical adaptation (Júnior et al. 2020).
HMGCS2, PHGDH, and LPCAT2 are related to lipid or serine me-
tabolism (Hegardt 1999; Vilà-Brau et al. 2011; Morimoto et al. 2014;
Reid et al. 2018), the first two being reported as associated with
some fatty acid in intramuscular fat of Nelore cattle (Cesar et al.
2014). GRIK2 that participates to the metabolism of glutamate,
an important brain neurotransmitter (Purves et al. 2001), is in-
volved in tropical cattle behavior. For instance, deficiency of this
gene was found associated with a significant reduction in anxi-
ety, fear memory and the flight time temperament phenotype in
tropical cattle with varying amount of indicine ancestry (Ko et al.
2005; Porto-Neto et al. 2014).

Conversely, significant signals with RsbMAY=ZMA based tests
only, provided insights into footprints of selection of recent origin
postdating the divergence of the two populations. These signals
might be related to local differences between the tropical climate
of Mayotte and Madagascar. In the small Mayotte island, the cli-
mate is homogeneous with a hot, humid and rainy season during
the northeastern monsoon and a cooler dry season. In contrast,
Madagascar island whose surface area is 15 times greater than
that of Mayotte, presents a wider variety of climates being humid
tropical on the East coast, dry tropical on the West coast and
temperate on the Highlands. In addition, the differential evolu-
tion of husbandry practices in the two islands after the diver-
gence of the two populations may also have contributed to leave
different selection footprints. For instance, in Mayotte, Zebus
have been reared in the recent past in traditional extensive sys-
tems with small herds (a few heads) with regular close contacts
with breeders. Besides, in Madagascar, the sampled individuals
originated from an area where breeding practices are based on
larger herds (from four to few hundred heads) often dispersed on
large pasture territory (Zafindrajaona 1991). A higher number of
ZMA driven than MAY driven signals (n¼ 18 vs n¼ 3) were found
with this test, as expected from the twice highest Ne of ZMA over
the period which may result in improved detection power.
Among the three genes that display significant signals in the
MAY breed (LRRK2, GSTCD, and GPC5), GSTCD is involved in lung
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function and was identified as CNVR-harbored gene associated
with adaptation to hypoxia in yak population (Wang et al. 2019).
GPC5 was associated with feed efficiency in cattle (Ser~ao et al.
2013; Buitenhuis et al. 2014). The 18 genes with significant
RsbMAY=ZMA signals driven by ZMA breed included ANOA4, which
is located in a region under selection in New World Creole cattle
and in Korean Brindle Hanwoo cattle (Gautier and Naves 2011;
Kim et al. 2018). This gene belongs to the anoctamin protein fam-
ily, whose members are expressed in sweat glands and are in-
volved in thermal sweating, one of the mechanisms of heat
tolerance (Jian et al. 2014; Cui and Schlessinger 2015). Within this
gene list, KCTD8, encoding a potassium channel, was found asso-
ciated with the Temperature Humidity Index in Mediterranean
cattle breeds and also identified as a heat stress responsive gene
in chicken (Sun et al. 2015; Flori et al. 2019). It is also associated
with milk fat percentage in buffaloes (De Camargo et al. 2015) and
located within selection signatures detected in dairy cattle breeds
(Hayes et al. 2008; Flori et al. 2009). Potassium channels are also
related to the production of prolactin, a key hormone for mam-
mary development, milk production, hair development, thermo-
regulation and water balance during heat stress (Underwood and
Suttle 1999; Silanikove et al. 2000; Czarnecki et al. 2003; Littlejohn
et al. 2014). KCNH1 represents another remarkable gene since it is
associated with a syndrome characterized by dysmorphism and
hypertrichosis in human (Kortüm et al. 2015) and was associated
with several climatic variables in local Mediterranean cattle
breeds (Flori et al. 2019). Finally, the thyroglobulin gene (TG), enc-
odes a protein required for thyroid hormone synthesis and iodine
storage and contains variants associated with carcass and meat
quality traits in beef cattle (Hou et al. 2011).

The timing of the footprints underlying the other 18 and 26 can-
didate genes found specific to MAY (iHSMAY,RsbMAY=EAZ, RsbMAY=ZEB)
or to ZMA (iHSZMA,RsbZMA=EAZ, RsbZMA=ZEB) breeds is more difficult to
interpret. For instance, these footprints may either result from re-
cent breed-specific selective constraints or older selective con-
straints further relaxed in one breed. In both cases, the fact that
these genes were not identified with RsbMAY=ZMA could be due to
the overall limited power of the different tests (see above). Yet,
some noticeable genes showed up in the list of these breed-specific
candidate genes. For instance, among the genes specifically
detected in MAY, SPINK1 promotes the progression of various
types of cancer and is involved in abnormal morphology of thin
skin (Lin 2021). PIK3C2G, under selection in Normande and
Holstein breeds (Flori et al. 2009), is involved in the regulation of
insulin-mediated activation of the PI3K/Akt pathway in the liver
that controls metabolism (Braccini et al. 2015), PI3K and Akt corre-
sponding to central nodes of the MAY network (Fig. 5a). TRIM40, is
involved in innate immune response and was already detected un-
der selection in Muturu cattle in Africa (Tijjani et al. 2019) and
BOLA-DRA encodes the alpha subunit of the class II Major
Histocompatibility Complex, expressed at the Antigen-Presenting
Cells surface, which presents peptides from foreign origin to the
immune system. Among the genes specific to ZMA breed, DDP6
was associated with feed efficiency (Ser~ao et al. 2013; Buitenhuis
et al. 2014; de Camargo et al. 2015), COL15A1 with iris hypopigmen-
tation in Holstein Friesan cattle (Hollmann et al. 2017) with a possi-
ble involvement in UV-protection and NUDCD3, with milk yield
and components in Swedish cattle breeds (Ghoreishifar et al. 2020),
this latter being under positive selection in dairy cattle breeds and
across Holstein, Angus, Charolais, Brahman, and N’Dama breeds
(Flori et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2015).

Overall, the functional annotation of all the candidate genes
identified with at least one test and of their inferred underlying

networks provided some insights into the main functions in-
volved in adaptation of cattle to Western Indian Ocean tropical
conditions and breeding practices. Some genes (e.g. SPINK1 in
MAY and ANO4, KCTD8, COL15A1, and KCNH1 in ZMA) are re-
lated to cancer and skin properties and may have played a role in
adaptation to Mayotte and Madagascar climates by increasing
tolerance to thermal stress, humidity, and UV exposition.
Respiratory function in which some candidate genes are involved
(e.g. GSTCD in MAY) may also be related to tropical environment
adaptation, breeds from warm climates presenting lower respira-
tion rates under heat stress to maintain their body temperature.
Several genes carrying footprints of selection are involved in ner-
vous system and cattle behavior (e.g. GRIK2 in MAY and ZMA)
which indicates also a physiological adaptation to the livestock
system and the proximity with breeders in both islands.
Development of different organs or physiological structures, gas-
trointestinal and hepatic system function, metabolism, and hor-
mone production are also among the main functions targeted by
selection in the two breeds (e.g. HMGCS2, PHGDH, MIR2285BM,
and LPCAT2, detected in MAY and ZMA breeds, GPC5 detected in
MAY breed and NUDCD3, TG, and DDP6 detected in ZMA breed).
If these signatures of selection could be related to artificial selec-
tion on conformation and production traits, they could also be
linked to the adaptation to tropical climate (e.g. through thermo-
regulation) and to available food and water resources. At last,
several candidate genes involved in inflammatory and immune
response (e.g. TRIM10, TRIM15, TRIM40, and BOLA-DRA) play a
role in adaptation of Mayotte and Madagascar breeds suggesting
that tropical pathogens responsible for e.g. as East Coast Fever,
Rift Valley Fever, or blackleg documented outbreaks, may have
had a deep impact on the adaptive genetic diversity of MAY and
ZMA breeds (De Deken et al. 2007; Cêtre-Sossah et al. 2012;
Dommergues et al. 2015; Porter et al. 2016).

This study displays for the first time a genetic characterization
of the local cattle breed of Mayotte and presents a deep analysis
of demographic and adaptive histories of cattle breeds from
Mayotte and Madagascar islands. The genetic proximity between
these two populations reflects their closely tied demographic his-
tory until the 16th century before the population divergence.
Their demographic history mirrors the complex pattern of hu-
man migrations and trade in Western Indian Ocean islands.
Their adaptive history has been probably overall conditioned by
the same selective pressures and also by some differences be-
tween climates and breeding practices in the two islands. This
study highlights the great originality of Zebus from Madagascar
and Mayotte compared to the cattle populations from Africa
mainland and their relevance in the context of global changes,
which promotes specific measures of conservation especially for
Mayotte breed.

Data availability
SNP genotyping data are available in the WIDDE database (http://
widde.toulouse.inra.fr/widde/) and in the portal Data INRAE
(https://data.inrae.fr/; https://doi.org/10.15454/IQL6GE).

Supplemental material is available at G3 online.
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